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ABSTRACT 
Internet of Things is rapidly growing and there are many 
devices and cloud solutions on the market. This thesis 
addresses the usage of Particle Photon alongside Microsoft 
Azure and intends to determine its suitability as an IoT 
solution. Particle Photon is bundled with Particle Cloud 
which is a comprehensive solution that makes IoT simple, 
swift and cheap – but how good is the device if the service 
ceases to exist? To determine this dependency and its overall 
IoT suitability, tests were performed to measure transmission 
limitations as well as reliability both with and without the 
included cloud service. In addition, the research method 
includes a Microsoft Azure implementation. The results 
show that Particle Photon and Microsoft Azure makes a great 
IoT solution, with or without its own cloud solution – even 
though most of the ease-of-use and benefits comes from the 
cloud service. Using Particle Cloud alongside Particle 
Photon and Microsoft Azure reduces transmission time and 
increases reliability compared to only using Particle Photon. 

Author Keywords 
Cloud platform; IoT; Microsoft Azure; Particle Photon 

INTRODUCTION 
The concept of connecting devices or things to the Internet 
has been around for years [1], but is now rapidly growing 
hence to modern technology. In 2003, there were 500 million 
devices connected to the Internet and it is estimated that there 
will be 50 billion connected devices by 2020 [2]. With 
promises of improving everyday-life, which is a major 
strength for consumers, enterprises are not as impressed. 
They are much more interested in real-time data, reports and 
decision making – which is the unquestionable main strength 
with Internet of Things (IoT) for enterprises [3]. 

To properly use IoT one must store data in the cloud or at 
least communicate through it. This can either be done using 
a self-managed server or a cloud platform. Many see the 
latter as the obvious choice due to many reasons such as: 

• Ease of use - many enterprises already use a cloud 
platform for other applications and can easily use it 
for IoT as well. 

• Reliability – using a cloud platform makes sure that 
your data is available and reliable. 

 

 

• Scalability – auto-scaling offers the flexibility to 
manage all the devices needed. 

• Security – If there is Internet, there is also threats 
that needs to be handled, which the cloud platform 
takes care of.  

This leads us to the next question: how to choose the right 
cloud platform. There are many different companies that 
supplies the service; Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft 
etcetera and the features varies a lot – so does the supported 
protocols and third-party services [4]. 

There are many IoT hardware devices and a good option is 
Photon, created and distributed by Particle Industries Inc., 
which is a Wi-Fi equipped microcontroller that comes 
together with its own, development and cloud management 
software [5]. Their development software makes it possible 
to control the devices, call functions and update firmware as 
well as the code running on the device. The cloud 
management comes with numerous features such as web 
hooks and Microsoft IoT Hub integration which make it easy 
to get started and to maintain the devices. 

This research is used as a basis in the implementation of an 
IoT project where a home pool system is connected to the 
Internet using a Particle Photon and Microsoft Azure. The 
system got multiple sensors to monitor and control 
temperature, pressure, flow, heat, lamps etcetera in real-time 
using an app or web UI. This gives the pool owner 
information that helps maintaining the pool as well as 
optimising energy efficiency and so on. The results from this 
thesis will determine if Particle Photon and Microsoft Azure 
is suitable in the pool system implementation, considering 
both dependency and functionality.  

Objectives 
When it comes to software, Microsoft has always been a 
common corporate choice, and since Photon comes with an 
integration to Microsoft’s cloud services, this paper will 
evaluate Particle Photon and Microsoft Azure to examine its 
suitability as an IoT solution. Furthermore, the paper will 
focus on the reliability of the services and the software itself. 
If we heavily rely on the specific cloud services and its 
provision ceases, we need to know if it is possible to replace 
the different parts and sub services – such as protocols, 
databases, API connections etcetera. 
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Questions 
This thesis intends to determine which software and services 
are needed or preferred to safely monitor and control Particle 
Photons, using Microsoft Azure alongside Particle Cloud. It 
also intends to determine its dependency to those services by 
answer the following questions: 

• Which parts of the integration can be replaced? 

• Is it possible to communicate without Particles 
built-in functions and libraries? 

• Is the solution scalable, or are there limitations? 

Limitations 
IoT is a wide concept with lots of usages and applications. 
This paper will mainly focus on Particle Photons and 
Microsoft Azure. It will not dive deeper into the details of 
the hardware, rather examine the communication and 
software layers between the IoT device and the cloud 
platform.  

THEORY 
In this section the hardware, software and techniques used in 
this thesis are defined and explained. In addition, it portrays 
the concept of Internet of Things. 

Defining Internet of Things 
The authors of [6] defines Internet of Things paradigm as “an 
emerging global Internet-based information architecture 
facilitating the exchange of goods and services”. 

  

 
Figure 1. "Internet of Things"-paradigm illustrated in a 
Venn diagram. 

 

 

 

 

The paradigm can be divided into three visions – Internet-
oriented, things-oriented and semantic-oriented [7]. The 
Internet-oriented vision i.e. the Internet itself, is the part that 
serves as an interface between the devices or “things”, 
allowing communication. The things-oriented vision 
includes sensors, controllers etcetera that collects and shares 
data. Lastly, the semantic-oriented vision handles the logic 
behind it all, such as API’s, Cloud Platforms etcetera. 

The different visions come with different challenges and 
solutions. 

Security 
Security is one of the most concerning challenges that IoT 
needs to overcome [8]. As IoT grows and expands to new 
application areas the security and privacy will be much more 
important as private, classified or vital information (such as 
credit card or medical information) may be used.  

On October 21, 2016, a malicious Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) attack were made, targeting Dyn (one of the 
leading companies in cloud-based infrastructures), using a 
botnet of up to 100,000 hacked IoT devices [9]. 
Consequently, major websites such as Twitter and Netflix, 
were unreachable during the attack. The reason that these 
sorts of attacks are possible is because of negligence and 
carelessness towards security. Many IoT products comes 
with default passwords and open port-forwarding 
configurations, increasing the vulnerability for an attack 
[10]. 

Keeping data safe and secure demands security management 
such as identification, confidentiality, integrality and 
undeniability [11]. This can be achieved by safely encrypting 
data and using communications established with protocols 
such as TLS/SSL [11].  

Scalability 
Scalability is an essential requirement for IoT and as more 
and more everyday objects gets connected to the Internet, 
major issues expects to arise in areas such as naming and 
addressing as well as communicating and networking due to 
large number of entities [12].  

Microsoft Azure IoT Suite  
Microsoft Azure IoT Suite is an IoT solution architecture that 
provides device connectivity, data processing and analytics 
as well as presentation [13]. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the main challenges with IoT 
projects is to keep the cloud platform reliable, scalable and 
secure – which can be achieved by using Azure IoT Suite’s 
core [13], such as: Azure IoT Hub, SQL server, SQL 
database, Stream Analytics job, and if necessary – numerous 
Logic apps. 
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Figure 2. The Microsoft Azure integration and data flow 
illustrated in a schema. 

As illustrated in Figure 2., there are lots of application layers 
or services in the IoT integration. 

The Azure IoT Hub works as a gateway that securely handles 
the communication over various protocols (such as AMQP, 
HTTPS and MQTT) between the devices and the cloud as 
well as to other Azure services [14]. It also provides per-
device authentication and connectivity monitoring. 

The SQL server is simply the server that provides the SQL 
database instances. 

The Stream Analytics job is like a listener, that in this case 
connects to the IoT Hub, fetching data in real time and 
performs a SQL query selecting data which is passed on to 
the SQL database. 

Particle Photon 
Particle Industries Inc. provides an IoT device called Photon, 
which is a tiny (37 x 20 mm) open source module combining 
an ARM microcontroller and a Wi-Fi chip [15]. With its 18 
GPIO peripherals, Photon makes a great IoT device, 
allowing remote controlling or data gathering from possibly 
multiple connected sensors etcetera. 

 
Figure 3. Particle Photon IoT module illustrated from 
above. 
 

Particle Cloud 
Peripherals and hardware aside, what makes Particle stand 
out from its competitors is their free-of-charge software 
solution – Particle Cloud. 

Every Photon can easily be connected to the cloud by 
claiming each device in the Particle Cloud. Once claimed 
and connected to the Internet, a web compiler and IDE can 
be accessed and it is possible to push the completed code to 
a selected Photon unit over the air. 

Particle Cloud is a secure, highly available and integratable 
platform [16].  

There are several security efforts made; all communication 
is encrypted, firewalls, anomaly detections, load balance to 
prevent DDoS as well as short session keys and frequent 
identity checks to avoid man-in-the-middle attacks [16]. 

The platform, capable of millions of simultaneous 
connections, got autoscaling and redundant cloud 
infrastructure making it highly available and scalable [16]. 

Particle Cloud is easily integratable with Microsoft Azure 
out-of-the-box as well as webhooks, making it possible to 
integrate with numerous services [16]. 

The Particle Photon has a built-in function called publish 
which transmits data from the device to the Particle Cloud, 
which in turn can be forwarded to other cloud platforms or 
services via various integrations, such as Microsoft Azure, 
Google Cloud, webhooks etcetera. 
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The downside to the publish function is that it comes with a 
limitation of one publish event per device and second. This 
means that there is a bottleneck, even if the other cloud 
platform that the data is later sent to can handle more than 
that, it is simply not possible to submit data in a higher 
frequency. 

RELATED WORK 
Azure IoT Suite has only been available for about a year, thus 
the articles regarding this specific matter is unfortunately 
absent. 

When it comes to IoT and cloud platforms in general, there 
are numerous articles and research such as [4] that focuses 
on recent development and trends in IoT frameworks. The 
paper presents a survey of 17 commercial frameworks and 
their study shows that the perspectives and priorities of each 
framework was either based on centralizing distributed data, 
integrating devices for home automation or integrating both 
the devices and the cloud itself to a local cloud approach. The 
authors of [4] also concluded that to succeed as an IoT 
platform it must provide secure API’s that allows third-party 
application integration as well as enabling management of 
the devices and applications. 

The authors of [17] focuses on a new sort of platform needed 
for IoT, called Fog Computing. It is a deliberately chosen 
name with many similarities to the ordinary “cloud” but with 
a certain distinction – it addresses IoT applications and 
services that requires: fast response times, geo-distribution, 
fast mobile applications and/or scalable distributed control 
systems. Whether you want to call it a Fog or a Cloud, I think 
that the authors manage to pinpoint several vital elements 
that needs to be provided by an IoT platform. 

I think that as IoT grows and steps further into the industries 
more research will be needed, providing necessary 
conclusions about different IoT platforms, such as area of 
application, benefits and drawbacks.  

In my case, I needed better understanding in both the Particle 
Photon and the functionality and limitations of Particle 
Cloud to decide if it suits the purpose of managing the IoT 
home pool implementation. That, together with the lack of 
related research, is the main reason behind this thesis. 

METHOD 
In this section the research method, such as implementation 
and evaluation, is described. The first part focuses on setting 
up the cloud integration and the later part concentrates on the 
tests performed in the evaluation. 

Implementation of Microsoft Azure  
To evaluate Microsoft Azure’s suitability as an IoT platform 
I first had to get started with Microsoft Azure. Once 
registered, it was possible to create the services needed for a 
fully operational IoT platform. To get started with the 
evaluations, I needed to setup the following resources from 
Microsoft Azure: SQL server, SQL database, IoT Hub, 
Stream Analytics job and a Logic app. 

One of the goals is to store data in some sort of database, in 
this solution I used a SQL database, so the first resource I 
had to setup was a SQL server and an associated database. A 
database schema also needed to be implemented, storing the 
data passed from the Photons. 

The core resource in the implementation is the IoT Hub, 
which securely receives the data from the Photon device 
using a shared access policy with the Particle Cloud. It is 
important that the policy got both service and device 
connection and registry write permissions. 

The data passed to the IoT Hub needs to be fetched by the 
Stream Analytics job, which is simply a listener that can be 
setup to forward selected parts or all the data to various other 
Azure resources, in this case the SQL database, using a SQL 
query. 

The Logic app is used to make a REST API, getting or 
controlling the data from the database using numerous if-else 
statements and SQL queries. 

The next step was to connect Particle Cloud to Azure. 

 

Connecting Particle Cloud to Azure  
The Particle Cloud offers a lot of features, such as 
integrations. In this case, an Azure IoT Hub integration was 
configured which connected to the Azure service previously 
implemented. 

The main thing about this integration is to define a JSON 
data string that will later be sent to Azure, names and 
variables must be consistent with the information previously 
configured in the Stream Analytics job. With the integration 
up and running, it is simply a matter of calling the publish 
function to submit data to Azure via Particle Cloud. 

Evaluating the suitability of Particle Photon and 
Microsoft Azure as an IoT solution  
To determine if Particle Photon and Azure fulfills the 
requirements as an IoT solution in a home pool system, I 
conducted some performance tests.  

Since the publish function within the Particle Cloud is 
limited to one transmission per second and unit, there was a 
bottle-neck. Scalability and quantity goes hand in hand, so I 
had to push its limits with some transmission tests to evaluate 
what would happen if those numbers were exceeded.  

The tests were done in iterations, increasing either the 
transmission speed, total transmission time or both at every 
iteration. 

There were also tests with transmission bursts as well as 
delays to simulate different usage behaviors in order to find 
other limitations. 

Evaluating dependency  
One of the major part of this thesis intends to determine if 
Particle Photon is too heavily reliant on Particle Cloud, thus 
I had to evaluate if there were any limitations or other 
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disadvantages without the Particle Cloud, such as using 
regular HTTPS requests directly from the Photon. 

To achieve this, since Particle Photon does not have any 
HTTPS library built-in, I had to include an open source third-
party library, called https-client-particle. Then I could repeat 
the earlier transmission tests with the HTTPS-library and 
even push the transmissions further, in order to find out the 
limitations by sending more requests than the device or cloud 
solution could handle. 

RESULT 
In this section, the results from the testing and 
implementations are presented. The first part includes results 
from the Particle Cloud implementation. The second part 
focuses on how to make the integration with a Particle 
Photon and Azure – without Particle Cloud. 

Device setup and cloud connection with Particle   
Setting up the Particle Photon was quick and simple, 
following the in-app instructions; connecting to Wi-Fi and 
claiming the device to the Particle account.  

The cloud setup was a bit trickier. Firstly, I had to setup the 
SQL server, SQL database and a table for test data. Next up 
was to configure the IoT Hub, the main cog in the integration, 
allowing it to receive data from the Photons. Once the IoT 
Hub is up and running, the Particle Cloud integration could 
be completed. Now the data can successfully be transmitted 
to Azure, but we need to direct the data to our newly 
configured database table. This will be done using a Stream 
Analytics job, where we select the input data we want, using 
a SQL query, and specify which SQL table we want the data 
inserted to. 

Now we got a fully working IoT implementation using 
Particle Cloud and Microsoft Azure. 

Testing – Particle Cloud transmission limit  
Since the IoT solution is operational, it is time for some 
testing, more particularly finding out the transmission limit. 

The documentation stated that the Particle Cloud publish 
function takes maximum 1 request per second, but can 
handle short bursts of 4 messages within the same second 
once a minute. The most straight-forward way to try if this is 
correct, I made 5 test cases (A, B, C, D and E) with 1 second 
interval, 500ms interval, one case with short bursts of 4 
messages within 10ms and then a delay for approximately 4 
seconds, one test like case C but with a delay of 1 second 
after the bursts and lastly a test to see if the service can 
deliver requests every 4th second for 2 minutes. 

Test 1 – 1 request every second  
In the first test case, I sent a JSON string containing device 
ID, data (iteration counter) and the current time of 
transmission once per second for 10 seconds. 

 

 

As seen in Table 1. all data was passed through to the 
database. 

Test 2 – 1 request every 0.5 seconds  
Since the last test was successful, I continued sending the 
same type of JSON string, but now twice per second for a 
total of 10 seconds. 

As shown in Table 2., just as in the previous case, all data 
was successfully passed through to the database – even 
though it exceeds the maximum allowed value of 1 
transmission per second, stated in the documentation. 

Test 3 – Short bursts with 4 seconds delay   
In the third test case, I still sent the same type of JSON string, 
but now in short bursts of 4 requests within a few 
milliseconds, then waited for 4 seconds, then started from the 
beginning for a total of 4 iterations. 

As seen in Table 3., all data was successfully passed on 
through to the database, but the order received in the database 
differs from the transmission. Particle Cloud do not seem to 
follow a specific queue or order, so the bursts lead to requests 
reaching the database randomly. Thus, this approach is not a 
valid option if the order is vital for the data usage. 

Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id”:1,"data":1,"time": 1494947045} 

{“id”:1,"data":2,"time": 1494947046} 

{“id”:1,"data":3,"time": 1494947047} 

{“id”:1,"data":4,"time": 1494947048} 

{“id”:1,"data":5,"time": 1494947049} 

{“id”:1,"data":6,"time": 1494947050} 

{“id”:1,"data":7,"time": 1494947051} 

{“id”:1,"data":8,"time": 1494947052} 

{“id”:1,"data":9,"time": 1494947053} 

{“id”:1,"data":10,"time": 1494947054} 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1494947045 
1494947046 
1494947047 
1494947048 
1494947049 
1494947050 
1494947051 
1494947052 
1494947053 
1494947054 

Table 1. Test results with 1 request every second. 

Test 4 – Short bursts with 1 second delay  
The previous case worked out without any data loss, but in 
this test the delay was decreased from 4 to 1 second, and the 
transmission kept on going for a total of 2 minutes. 

As seen in Table. 5., the transmission stopped after 63 
transmissions (just over 15 seconds) and the transmission did 
not start again, even though the device was trying to send the 
whole time. This is most likely a way for Particle to prevent 
devices from flooding the service, making it slow or 
inaccessible. 
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Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id”:1,”data":1,"time": 1494948934} 

{“id”:1,”data":2,"time": 1494948935} 

{“id”:1,”data":3,"time": 1494948935} 

{“id”:1,”data":4,"time": 1494948936} 

{“id”:1,”data":5,"time": 1494948936} 

{“id”:1,”data":6,"time": 1494948937} 

{“id”:1,”data":7,"time": 1494948937} 

{“id”:1,”data":8,"time": 1494948938} 

{“id”:1,”data":9,"time": 1494948938} 

{“id”:1,”data":10,"time": 1494948939} 

{“id”:1,”data":11,"time": 1494948939} 

{“id”:1,”data":12,"time": 1494948940} 

{“id”:1,”data":13,"time": 1494948940} 

{“id”:1,”data":14,"time": 1494948941} 

{“id”:1,”data":15,"time": 1494948941} 

{“id”:1,”data":16,"time": 1494948942} 

{“id”:1,”data":17,"time": 1494948942} 

{“id”:1,”data":18,"time": 1494948943} 

{“id”:1,”data":19,"time": 1494948943} 

{“id”:1,”data":20,"time": 1494948944} 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

1494948934 
1494948935 
1494948935 
1494948936 
1494948936 
1494948937 
1494948937 
1494948938 
1494948938 
1494948939 
1494948939 
1494948940 
1494948940 
1494948941 
1494948941 
1494948942 
1494948942 
1494948943 
1494948943 
1494948944 

Table 2. Test results with 1 request every 0.5 seconds. 

 

Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id":1,"data":1,"time": 1494951256} 

{“id":1,"data":2,"time": 1494951256} 

{“id":1,"data":3,"time": 1494951256} 

{“id":1,"data":4,"time": 1494951256} 

{“id":1,"data":5,"time": 1494951260} 

{“id":1,"data":6,"time": 1494951260} 

{“id":1,"data":7,"time": 1494951260} 

{“id":1,"data":8,"time": 1494951260} 

{“id":1,"data":9,"time": 1494951264} 

{“id":1,"data":10,"time": 1494951264} 

{“id":1,"data":11,"time": 1494951264} 

{“id":1,"data":12,"time": 1494951264} 

{“id":1,"data":13,"time": 1494951268} 

{“id":1,"data":14,"time": 1494951268} 

{“id":1,"data":15,"time": 1494951268} 

{“id":1,"data":16,"time": 1494951268} 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
3 
4 
2 
5 
6 
7 
8 

12 
10 
9 

11 
13 
15 
14 
16 

1494951256 
1494951256 
1494951256 
1494951256 
1494951260 
1494951260 
1494951260 
1494951260 
1494951264 
1494951264 
1494951264 
1494951264 
1494951268 
1494951268 
1494951268 
1494951268 

Table 3. Test results with short bursts every 4 seconds. 

Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id":1,"data":1,"time": 1494952107} 

{“id":2,"data":1,"time": 1494952107} 

{“id":3,"data":1,"time": 1494952107} 

{“id":4,"data":1,"time": 1494952107} 

{“id":5,"data":1,"time": 1494952108} 

{“id":6,"data":1,"time": 1494952108} 

{“id":7,"data":1,"time": 1494952108} 

{“id":8,"data":1,"time": 1494952108} 

… 

{“id":57,"data":1,"time": 1494952121} 

{“id":58,"data":1,"time": 1494952121} 

{“id":59,"data":1,"time": 1494952121} 

{“id":60,"data":1,"time": 1494952121} 

{“id":61,"data":1,"time": 1494952122} 

{“id":62,"data":1,"time": 1494952122} 

{“id":63,"data":1,"time": 1494952122 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
... 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

4 
3 
1 
2 
6 
5 
8 
7 
... 
58 
59 
57 
60 
61 
63 
62 

1494952107 
1494952107 
1494952107 
1494952107 
1494952108 
1494952108 
1494952108 
1494952108 

... 
1494952121 
1494952121 
1494952121 
1494952121 
1494952122 
1494952122 
1494952122 

Table 4. Test results with short bursts every second. 

Test 5 – 4 requests every second  
Since test 1 and 2 worked out perfectly, and all the 
transmissions was received in the correct order, I wanted to 
see if it was possible to push it further – transmitting 4 
requests per second for a total of 4 minutes. 

The result was clear: 960 data transmissions were initiated 
by the Photon unit, but only 252 were received in the 
database. The pattern was obvious as well, 63 messages per 
minute, then the Particle Cloud stopped forwarding the 
messages from the Photon to Azure. This went on until the 
next minute was up, and so forth. 

Device setup and cloud connection without Particle 
Cloud 
Particle Photon as a device does not need the provided cloud 
service, though it makes the maintenance a lot easier. 

In order to compile and flash (restart with the new code) the 
device without the cloud, I used Atom which is an open 
source IDE with lots of third-party packages and add-ons. 
The package needed is called particle-dev-local-compiler 
which locally manages the code compiling and flashing it to 
the device. It is also possible to flash over the air (using Wi-
Fi), but in this case, I only used the ordinary micro-USB 
cable.  

Now when the first problem has been solved, it is possible to 
dive into the next one: sending data to Azure. Particle Photon 
got no built-in support for HTTPS requests, which is required 
to transmit data safely over the popular HTTP protocol. 
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Figure 4. Compiling locally using particle-dev-local-
compiler. 

To solve this, there is a library called https-client-particle, 
which features HTTPS. Once the library is included, it is 
possible to make SSL/TLS encrypted requests to the Azure 
IoT Hub using their official REST API. Another possibility 
is to use Azure Logic app as an API that handles the database 
integration. 

Now the question stands: How frequent can we transmit data 
with this solution? Can we match or even increase the results 
from earlier testing with Particle Cloud? Answering these 
questions requires more testing. 

Test 6 – Request with 1 second delay  
In this test, I used the https-client-particle library with 
HTTPS to send 10 POST-requests to Azure with a delay of 
1 second between each transmission. 

As seen in Table 5., the test results were way worse than the 
previous test cases with the Particle Cloud. The 
transmission plus the delay took over a second, in some 
cases up to three seconds. 

Test 7 – Request without any delay  
Since the previous test resulted in such poor execution, I had 
to evaluate the impact of the delay. In this second test of the 
HTTPS-library I removed the delay completely in order to 
see how fast the connection and transmission could be 
established. 

This test resulted in a bit of a letdown as well. Table 6. 
gives us a clear view of the maximum capacity of the 
Photon, using the HTTPS-library. The secure connection 
itself took its time, and even though the medium time was 
about 2 seconds, there was one gap of 4 seconds between 
the second and third transmission. 

 

Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id":1,"data":1,"time": 1495028328} 

{“id":1,"data":2,"time": 1495028331} 

{“id":1,"data":3,"time": 1495028334} 

{“id":1,"data":4,"time": 1495028336} 

{“id":1,"data":5,"time": 1495028339} 

{“id":1,"data":6,"time": 1495028341} 

{“id":1,"data":7,"time": 1495028343} 

{“id":1,"data":8,"time": 1495028346} 

{“id":1,"data":9,"time": 1495028348} 

{“id":1,"data":10,"time": 1495028350} 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1495028328 
1495028331 
1495028334 
1495028336 
1495028339 
1495028341 
1495028343 
1495028346 
1495028348 
1495028350 

Table 5. Test results from 10 POST-requests with 1 
second delay. 

 

Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id":1,"data":1,"time": 1495029542} 

{“id":1,"data":2,"time": 1495029543} 

{“id":1,"data":3,"time": 1495029547} 

{“id":1,"data":4,"time": 1495029549} 

{“id":1,"data":5,"time": 1495029551} 

{“id":1,"data":6,"time": 1495029552} 

{“id":1,"data":7,"time": 1495029554} 

{“id":1,"data":8,"time": 1495029555} 

{“id":1,"data":9,"time": 1495029557} 

{“id":1,"data":10,"time": 1495029558} 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1495029542 
1495029543 
1495029547 
1495029549 
1495029551 
1495029552 
1495029554 
1495029555 
1495029557 
1495029558 

Table 6. Test results from 10 POST-requests without  
any delay. 

 

Test 8 – Stability  
Since the times varied a lot between the transmissions, I 
wanted to find out more about the stability. I decided to 
transmit for 2 minutes. 

Looking at Table 7., the test results speaks for itself, with a 
total of 24 transmissions completed in 2 minutes - meaning 
that it took an average of 5 seconds per request. The device 
also crashed twice during the test.  

The debugging points towards error due to request timing 
out or the response message being misinterpreted. 
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Data transmitted (Photon) Data received (Azure) 

JSON string ID Data Time 

{“id":1,"data":1,"time": 1495028328} 

{“id":1,"data":2,"time": 1495028331} 

Crash 

{“id":1,"data":3,"time": 1495028334} 

{“id":1,"data":4,"time": 1495028336} 

{“id":1,"data":5,"time": 1495028339} 

{“id":1,"data":6,"time": 1495028341} 

{“id":1,"data":7,"time": 1495028343} 

{“id":1,"data":8,"time": 1495028346} 

{“id":1,"data":9,"time": 1495028348} 

{“id":1,"data":10,"time": 1495028350} 

{“id":1,"data":11,"time": 1495028331} 

{“id":1,"data":12,"time": 1495028334} 

{“id":1,"data":13,"time": 1495028336} 

{“id":1,"data":14,"time": 1495028339} 

{“id":1,"data":15,"time": 1495028341} 

{“id":1,"data":16,"time": 1495028343} 

{“id":1,"data":17,"time": 1495028346} 

{“id":1,"data":18,"time": 1495028348} 

Crash 

{“id":1,"data":19,"time": 1495028328} 

{“id":1,"data":20,"time": 1495028331} 

{“id":1,"data":21,"time": 1495028334} 

{“id":1,"data":22,"time": 1495028336} 

{“id":1,"data":23,"time": 1495028339} 

{“id":1,"data":24,"time": 1495028341} 

1 
1 
- 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
- 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
- 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

1495030185 
1495030185 

- 
1495030193 
1495030195 
1495030199 
1495030202 
1495030204 
1495030210 
1495030233 
1495030236 
1495030238 
1495030241 
1495030243 
1495030246 
1495030252 
1495030258 
1495030264 
1495030270 

- 
1495030290 
1495030293 
1495030296 
1495030298 
1495030301 
1495030307 

Table 7. Test results from 2 minutes of POST-requests. 

As seen in those crashes almost 20 seconds passed by at 
both events, which means that we wasted almost 40 seconds 
of the test error handling, restarting and reconnecting the 
device. 

DISCUSSION 
In this section, the results from the testing are discussed and 
analysed. It also evaluates the strengths and weaknesses with 
using Photon, with or without its provided cloud service. 

Transmissions 
The tests showed one of the particles biggest weaknesses: 
transmission limits – at approx. 1 request per second or at 
most 63 requests per minute. I mentioned this briefly, but 
the impact from this restriction is potentially critical. 
Services that needs to pass along data more frequently 
simply cannot use Particle as their IoT solution. 

I think that it would have been much better with a preset 
template that limits the service at this extent, but that the 
user should be able to override, or at least contact Particle 

and increase the transmission limit. At the same time, for 
most cases this will not be a problem, many applications  

simply monitor a sensor of some sort and transmits 
sporadically or at least not that often. Applications that 
needs to monitor more rapidly perhaps does not need to 
transmit its data to the database as often or maybe it can be 
done in bulk, it is up to the programmer to work around 
this. 

On the other hand, as we saw in the tests without using 
Particle Cloud, 1 transmission per second is not that bad, at 
all. Without the built-in publish function the transmissions 
are unreliable, unstable and slow. The crashes were most 
likely connected to the library, but since that is, to this day, 
the only way of requesting via HTTPS, the whole device 
penalises from it. 

Benefits using Particle 
I found the most obvious benefit using Particle to be the 
simplicity and ease of use. Without any previous experience 
of their Photon nor Azure IoT Hub integration, the 
implementation was quickly setup and ready to use. IoT is a 
new area and I think that many people perceive it as 
something complex which prevents its growth. Particle 
meets the needs of the majority, with features that favour 
code development, integrations and maintenance. 

Drawbacks using Particle 
If the service is so good, why should you not use it? The 
short answer is: dependency. Depending too much on a 
service always comes with risks. In this case, there are lot 
of scenarios that could be devastating for the IoT project. 

As said many times, IoT has only been around for a few 
years and the field evolves rapidly – what happens if a new 
competitor enters the market? Particle is pretty much the 
only retailer and started from crowd-founding. If they 
would go bankrupt, so would their service. Even though it 
is possible to manage the service without their cloud 
service, the benefits using Particle Photon is gone. 

Bankruptcy is one threat, another is the DDOS and other 
malicious attacks that is becoming a more common threat. 
Large cloud services draw more attention than a smaller 
business or service, maybe another customer is the main 
target, but our service will be unreachable as well. On the 
other hand, they got lot of implementations and policies to 
prevent this and might be better at defending against these 
sorts of threats. 

The last and most important concern I will discuss is 
regarding money. Today the cloud service is included with 
the hardware, free of charge. This can change at any time, 
either by an initial charge or monthly fees. Scalable or not, 
an unexpected cost of these sorts could undermine the 
profits and if the solution depends too much on Particle, we 
have a problem. Large changes in the integration 
architecture usually leads to developing costs, even we 
decide to replace Particle, the expense remains. 
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It important to realise that these concerns are just that, 
concerns – potential problems or threats. The biggest 
problem I encountered was bad Wi-Fi signal and slow 
compilations. The Wi-Fi signal can easily be improved by 
using a simple external antenna. The compilation and 
flashing time varies – and in my test cases it was never 
more than a minute or two, so perhaps my demands are too 
high. Nevertheless, I think that the upsides of the particle 
cloud outweigh the downsides. Having a simple and 
streamlined web IDE that compiles and flashes OTA is 
fantastic and saves lots of maintenance costs and time – 
even allowing some applications that would otherwise not 
be maintainable. 

Using Particle Photon without its own cloud 
The tests 5-7 had distinct results with an overall 
transmission rate that was worse than the test cases using 
Particle Cloud. I think that these results speak for 
themselves, especially Test 8, where the unpredictability of 
the https-client-particle library proved to be higher than I 
expected. Crashes and slow transmissions is the exact 
opposite of what a solid IoT solution should offer.  

Even though it is not required, I would strongly recommend 
using the Particle Photon with its provided software, 
platform and web IDE. It is easy to use, practical and above 
all – it is free. 

As mentioned, the cloud solution is not required – so how 
do we benefit from using Particle Photon without its Cloud? 
The only reason I can see to skip the Particle Cloud is to 
avoid depending too much on Particle. But if you want to 
build your own cloud solution, there are other, cheaper, 
solutions out there, such as Arduino – which is open source 
and there are lots of resellers and developers using it. 

After evaluating Particle Photon, I find the cloud solution 
and software to be the main reason using the device in the 
first place. Without it, as said earlier and seen in the tests, 
the devices are unreliable and complicated to use. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The comprehensive solution made by Particle, with their 
Photon and the provided cloud service makes IoT simple, 
swift and cheap. It is easy to connect to e.g. Microsoft 
Azure and other IoT platforms using webhooks or the 
ready-to-use integration with Microsoft IoT Hub. Testing 
conducted in the thesis shows that is possible to transmit up 
to 63 times per minute and unit, everything that exceeds 
that limit will not be forwarded to the cloud solution. If this 
limitation is not a problem, the Particle Photon together 
with Particle Cloud and Microsoft Azure makes a perfect 
IoT solution. 

Even though it is possible, using Particle Photon without its 
provided Cloud solution leaves the user with a much more 
unpredictable, slower device – but still capable of providing 
a fully functional IoT solution.  
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